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Alumna awarded $200,500 in civil suit
By Banks Albach
Daily Stuff Writer

A San Jose State University
alumna was awarded $200.500 in
compensatory damages by a federal district court jury Tuesday. in
a civil rights case against the city
of San Jose that lasted nearly a
month.
The eight -person jury, balanced by gender, found the San
Jose Police Department liable for
false arrest, battery after arrest and
violating Laura McIntyre’s civil

rights on Feb. 9, 2001, at a Sigma
Pi house party.
McIntyre’s lawyer, Jeff Kallis,
said an officer struck her with a
flashlight and mistreated her during arrest. Her husband, Brian
McIntyre, an SJSU alumnus, was
also at the party.
After waiting more than four
years, plaintiff attorney Jeff Kallis
highlights the long and difficult
road experienced by McIntyre and
her husband.
"These young people who had
no experience in the legal system.
stood up and did something that

most people don’t have the courage to do," Kallis said. "They
felt something that happened %sus
wrong and they stood up not only
to protect their rights, hut to protect everybody ’s rights."
Kane,. %%hi, is also a professor
in the SIM.’ College of Business.
said the events on that night four
years ago started when a group of
uninv iTed people tried to enter the
party at Sigma Pi house. Some of
the traternity members flagged
doss!)
police car for assistance,
but the indiv ’duals in question
were ;timid) gone, he said.

After that. 15 San Jose Police
Department officers and three
Police Department
CM% er,it
Officers arrived at the scene and
attempted to break up the Sigma Pi
party. Kalil. said. Campus police
claim that Sigma Pi asked for assistance in clearing the party. vs hile
Sigma Pi denies this, Kallis said.
One ollicer asked MsInt)re to
lease .ind she refused. Kallis said.
claiming that she seas siiher and
ss as %%ailing for her fiance
The
otticet continued to ask Stiffly re
to leave. raising his voice and using profanity. Kallis said. until
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McIntyre asked for the officer’s
badge number. She touched his
badge vs ith tvvo fingers in order to
read the number and that is when
things took a turn for the worse.
Kallis said.
At this point, the officer hit
McIntyre with his flashlight,
handcuffed her and slammed her
against the car before putting her
in the hack seat of the patrol unit.
McIntyre said.
"It’s just been a really. horrible
four years." she said, adding that

the
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Ashlee Simpson concert walks by the line of concertgoers prior to the show.

Fans, hecklers flock to Simpson concert
By Rachel Hill
Daily Skiff Writer

Approximately a hundred loyal
Ashlee Simpson tans lined up outside
the San Jose State t ’inversity Event
Center on ’Tuesday eagerly ass:ming the
infamous pop star’s concert.
The "Saturday Night lave" incident
where Simspon vs as caught lip.sy tieing
did not prevent her dedicated tans Irom
shim me their support and devotion for
the young di v a.
Dave Ham, cs ho brought his son to
the concert, seOti: a custom-made shirt
with two shots of Simpson’s mug on
the back emblaioned with San Jose underneath. Younger tans ot Simpson also

expressed their admiration for the young
singer.
"I love to watch her show and watch
her be a dork. ...You know that she’s
so rear said teenage concertgoer Tyler
Dickie. "She doesn’t care if you like it
or not, and I really like that about her. I
really like her music and can relate to a
lot of it."
Dickie’s friend. Jess) Chaffin. agreed
with her.
"She’s a really cool and a good performer with a lot of energy." Chaffin
said. "She’s this big dork that you want
to love and she’s so cute."
Fans maintained Simpson’s integrity was still intact, despite the public
ridicule directed at the artist after her
appearances on SNI. and the halftime
show of the Orange Bocci. Devoted fan

and t. 011e ertgt her Mai ki Pereira strongl)
defended Simpson’s SNI.oscurrence
-11t cc is kind it cisil hoc\ she handled
the SNI. thing.- said Pereira "I reall)
, 111,2
11:71 I
s
don’t Mink it cc is tier lit;111
tier
was set up
I
- because she is .1 tie 55 artist
Early birds Alberto Aic antai and
Pereira began then Yvan 111 line .11 iii ni
star or her
in hripes 01 meeting the M
hand mates Poetra’s \calf paid MI and
she met Simpson’s guitarist Ra)Brails
and bassist /Ash Kenned)
-The) cc crc’ sits nice and set) docs ti to-earth.- Pereira said -Ka) cc is a little
stand-ot tish. but he’s preit) cool
Tickets tor the

still as
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Spartan men’s basketball head coach Phil
Johnson cc ill mil return to his duties nest )ear according to .1 Sall lose Mercur) New, story published Tuesdac Ile vy as in his tOurth season at San
Jose State Unicersit) and had a record ot 19-63.
Ile also had one c ear left on his contract.
In a statement released fi) Athletic Director
Tom Rim en. Johnson is still the Spartans’ head
coac h and cc ill continue 14, be until the end of the
season Ile did not confirm that
Johnson vs as med.
"(Johnson) and I have. sits
cussed the program’s progress is
any athletics director and head
coach \could do and vve cciii
continue Ti, have these ongoing
discussions." Bowen said in a
prepared statement.
Boss en also said he ssas aware JOHNSON
that Johnwn’s name has appeared
in canons media and what was reported is accurate,
Tee members of the men’s basketball team
shared their thoughts after learning the news.
"It’s an unfortunate situation." said guard
Donta Wilson. who will he returning next year.
"I’m confident that the university and the athletics
department will bring in the I ght guy."
Guard, tons ard Michael McFadden. who is a
senior. expressed his adnurat iii tor Johnson
’’lie’s an honest man." McFadden said. "Ile
she
gas e us all an opportunity to play I cc ill .11
grateful to him for that."
Johnsi,n could not he reached for comment.
According to the Mercury Ness. article, possible candidates mentnitied Inc hide CC Berkeley
assistant coach I ’ins Reynaud and Fresno City
(’u1 lege head cisish Vince Wa berg
Also mentioned in the article seas the possibility that Johnson cs ill tind vsork as an assistant at
the I inv ersny oh Southern California where his
triend 1 im Floyd cc ill he the ilea head coach next
lithnson yv as also an assistant during Floyd’s
tenure as the head coach of the Chicago Bulls in
the NIFA trorn 199$ to 2001.
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While a small c00% il of students
and faculty noshed on bagels, his,
and other traditional Jewish cuisine. speaker Omer Caspi. deputy
consul general of Israel. held an
open discussion of the perilous
road to peace in the Middle East.
’the Jewish Student Union and
hillel of Silicon Valley hosted
"Israel and the Palestinians:
%%%%% pects" on ’Tuesday.
"Since the beginning of the year,
Mire change has come than in the
last lour years," he said, speaking
id the death oh Yasser Arafat. !mulct chairman of the Palestinian
A min int y. later Iasi year.
"We waived that there was nil

partner on the other side," he said
Caspi said. Arafat didn’t help
stop terrorism, inciting violence
against Israelis and stopping the
peace process.
Caspr’s eyes began to mist when
he spoke of an Israeli %simian cc hi’
sent her three children to school
on three chili:rent buses, so that it
a suicide bomber blew up one bus.
she would still have her other tsso
children.
This was Me in Israel snwe
2.01X), %%hen suicide bombings and
other :lets lit terrorism were a daily
%s ay of the for both sides. Casm
said.
Even though a newly built security harrier has stopped suicide
bombers. Casm said the road to

Tables stacked cc ith information about the African American
e %petit:MC scattered the 1,1M
Pneta room in the Student 1 .1110I1
on Tuesday in cinnmenn,ratioliit
Black Ilistory Day
"We’re looking at the dinerent
topics of African -American history that don’t really get touched
upon." said Natasha 1.4iv elace, a
tumor maiming in psy.lb ’logy and
the president of the lila, k Student
!mon
"A lot of the time its all about
Malciilm X and Martin Luther
King !Oda) sse see topics that
helped shape the African -American
community that aren’t Malcolm X
or Martin hither King." Lovelace

see RELATIONS, page 3
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Jennifer Seigal /

Staff

Natasha Lovelace, president of the Black Student Union, speaks to
another club member during the History Day event at the Student
Union. In the background, the film "A Huey P. Newton Story" played for
viewers. Newton was the co-founder and leader of the Black Panther
movement.
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EXPLETIVE DELETED

Basketball coach’s de arture lona awaited
This shouldn’t have been a surprise to anyone. It
shouldn’t have been a surprise to any fan, any member
of the San Jose State University. athletic department
and it definitely shouldn’t have been a surprise to Phil
Johnson.
It was reported Tuesday that Johnson. who has led
the Spartan men’s basketball team to an astoundingly
horrific 19-63 record as head coach since 2(X)2, will
not he returning to the Spartans.
In a San Jose Mercury News article, sources told
reporter Mark Gomez that Johnson will not be returning to the SJSU sidelines after this season. Though he
could have just asked anyone on the street and they
would have told him the same thing.
The only surprise about Tuesday’s announcement
was that it took three years for SJSU to fire Johnson. I
know he may. not be out there playing the games, hut
19413’ Come on.
And it wasn’t even his record alone that gave
reason for his dismissal. In this age of athletes and
coaches hieing placed under a microscope on and off
the
urt. Johnson didn’t do much to set an example

rector Chuck Bell was still running things.
for his players conduct outside of competition.
Bell was the man who hired Johnson back in ’98,
Let’s just say the words "Phil Johnson" and
-designated driver" aren’t often used in the same then lost him to the Chicago Bulls (that’s right, this
breath that’s unless its "Phil Johnson needs a des- man has earned an NBA paycheck, ladies and gentleman) and then hired him once again.
ignated driver ... again."
Prior to the 20034)4 college basketball
And through all the losses and
season. ESPN ran a season preview, which
drunk -driving infractions. Johnson kept
started out basically saying the SJSU
his job.
men’s basketball program was the saddest
This fact of life prompted a former
in the country.
colleague of mine to say, "What does
Through it all, Bell kept Johnson on as
Phil Johnson have to do to get fired?
head coach. Are you kidding me?
Coach a game without pants?"
And it wasn’t just Bell who was making
It seemed the answer to the question
sure SJSU would continue to embarrass
didn’t lie with Johnson, but with the
SJSU athletic director.
themselves with Johnson as coach, but inMARK CO IINEJO
terim President Don Kassing.
Tom Bowen. who was named athletic director in December 2(X)4, has
When asked why Johnson still had a job
began to clean up some of the garbage that has filled here at SJSU. Kassing said he was good with "fundamentals."
the halls of the department for too many years.
Well, fundamentals may make someone a prime
And he should he applauded for his work.
The only question I have is how long would have candidate for the head basketball coach at the YMCA,
Johnson stayed on the sidelines if former athletic di - hut not at a Division -I program.

WORLD OF THE NO
I, I,
.
beeluv do
nookclear...

When Bowen came to SJSU. most people saw him
as just someone whose job it was to keep Spartan
football afloat, but now he has the opportunity to save
two programs.
It shouldn’t be hard either I mean how hard
could it be to he better than Phil Johnson?
My hope for the Spartans is that Bowen can do for
basketball what people think he has already done for
football by bringing in an established coach who is
willing to turn around a program.
The plan is to always win and fill the scats, but
Johnson’s program wasn’t doing either.
I expect SJSU will be able to find someone to do
both, and hopefully this time the new athletic director
chooses a role model as well as a coach.

Mark Cornejo is the Spartan Daily online editor.
"Expletive Deleted" appears every Wednesday.
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Suicide of renegade journalist
a realization of fleeting mortality

realize that now.
I’m still in total shock that you shot yourself. I
Hello, my name is Adam Heyman and you have no know you love guns, hut I think that most of us exidea who I am. However, this is beside the point.
pected that you would die of an overdose.
Although for all intensive purposes this is an obituAlthough it truly is fitting.
ary. it seems best that all of the readers
"I’ve never advocated the use of drugs
understand that I have no personal conto anyone. They’ve just always worked
It’s not that he can’t speak...
nection to you. Our relationship relies
for me." you said.
. solely on the fact that you were my faDeath by overdose would have counteracted my (our) theory that drugs are ok
vorite author.
Let’s not kid ourselves Hunter, most of
for those that understand the true nature
our readers do not know who you were.
of them.
So let us let them know that you were the
I can only hope that you were absoone of the most influential authors and
lutely fed up by the horrors in our unisocial critics of our time.
verse.
Many of my contemporaries as well
Sadly. I fear that y oil were overtaken
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students. faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon three
ADAM HEYMAN
m.orking days before the desired publication date. Lntry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
by the massive quantity of any number of
, as my peers as a whole do not understand
Hemel Hall. rooni 2(19. Entries can atim he e -mailed to apartandaily0casa.ahtu.edu titled "Sparta Guide." Space
I the impact you have had on society as
illicit substances bouncing in your veins.
reoi I ions ntay require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
well as journalism as a whole.
But at this point the reasons for expiraBefore we get too deep, let me preface by saying tion are not relevant. You made II decades longer than
undergraduate studies and a national
TODAY
that in honor of your immortal soul I have been drink- I bet any human being however close or distant to you
teleconference on the role of higher education.
ing Wild Turkey all night. I had studying to do. but could have imagined.
School of Art and Design
once I caught wind of the news my heart grew too
Dr. Gonzo. I planned on studying tonight. But the
Campus
Greens
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
heavy to bear. Hunter Thompson dead at the age of sudden news provided me with the overwhelming
"Life
and
Debt"
will
he
shown
at
2:30
p.m.
in
the
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building.
67, by a self-inflicted gunshot
desire to drink Wild Turkey 101
Coatanoan room of the Student Union. For more
For more information, call the gallery office at
wound.
and I have no regrets. You gave
information. call Arnie at 587-2562.
924-4330.
It is my humble belief that
me the fear -- you gave me the
journalism as a whole lacks
loathing. I cannot ask for anyAsian American Christian Fellowship
conviction. You were one that
thing more.
Counseling Services
saw through the sham for what
A meeting will take place at 6:30 p.m. in the
My ridiculous state of mind
Eating attitude screenings will take place from
it was.
can take me only so far, I have
Pacifica room of the Student Union.
11 a.m. to noon and from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in the
The pure notions of fear and
not your capacity for drugs or
Almaden roiim. "Your Body on Eating
loathing are rarely understood
pressure of deadline.
SJSpirit
Disorders" will take place from noon to I p.m.
these days: the complacency is
So I will leave the far too
Candlelight worship will take place at 7 p.m. in
in the Montalvo room of the Student Union. For
so strong I can smell its suffocattrusting readers with my favorite
the Spartan Memorial. For more information, call
more information. call Carina Esteban at 924ing stench.
quote by you:
Chaplain Roger at 605-1687.
5911).
I am part of a generation that
"The Edge ... There is no
lacks conviction. I will be the
honest way to explain it because
Student Union Sport Club and
Catholic Campus Ministry
first to admit that I am no help.
the only people who really know
Student Health Center
ill hike place at 12:10 p.m. in the
But with your death dies a whole
where it is are the ones who have
A
nutrition and fitness workshop will take place at
set of beliefs.
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. A candlelight
gone over. The others -- the
You valued accountability
living are those who pushed
worship will take place from 7 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. in 7 p.m. in the Sport Club Lobby. For more
above many things and this is
their control as far as they felt
information. call 924-6350.
the Spartan Memorial. "The Bible and You" will
absolutely lacking among our society. Whereas you they could handle it, and then pulled hack, or slowed
take place from 7 p.m. to X p.m, at the ministry.
advocated fiction as the purest truth, we choke down down, or did whatever they had to when it came time
For more information. call Sister Marcia Krause at
the phrase "fair and balanced" like it was the word of to choose between Now and Later."
THURSDAY
938-1610.
allah himself.
You finally know the edge, and as heartbreaking as
Gomm journalism provided a truth unseen in jour- it is. I could wish for nothing better.
Career
Center
for
Service
Learning
SJSU Center
nalism as a whole in the last decade or so. By admitA panel will take place from noon to 2 p.m. in the
"Get a Job or Get a Lifer will take place from
ting that you were a part of the story you gained trust
Costanoan room of the Student Union. Discover
1:3(1 p.m. to .3 p.m, in room 308 of the Instructionwithout presenting the idea that you were somehow
the range of jobs in this field. For more
al Resources Center. It will feature an introduction
objectively disconnected from the situation. To truly Adam Homan is a Spartan Daily senior staff
inforniation. call Stacey Arnold at 924-6031 .
by Robert Cooper. associate vice president lor
understand a situation you must become a part of it. I photographer.
Dear Mr. Thompson.
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EVENT - Students share writings of DuBois, Washington
continued from page 1
said.
Despite a few meandering visitors, the large room was occupied
by volunteers from the Black
Student Union.
Christopher Cooper. a junior
majoring in criminal justice,
manned a table contaming information
about
important
Supreme Court decisions that related to
African Americans.
"In
my
mind
Brown s. The Board
of
Education
is
the
most
important Supreme Court
case affecting civil
rights." Cooper said.
"Linda Brown was a
third grader. Her dad
wanted to send her
Ii, a white school because it was
closer, not because it was racially
segregated."
The school board said she
couldn’t attend the white school
so her dad appealed to the US
commissioner who rejected his
claim on the basis of Plessy v.
Ferguson, which established separate but equal in 1892. Cooper
said.
In the 1954 case the Supreme
Court put its foot down and said
separate wasn’t equal, he said.
Ciamer said it was ironic that
the Brown decision was such a
momentous step in gaining equality.

"The funny thing is that it
originally had nothing to do with
civil rights, this guy just wanted
to send his daughter to a closer
school." he said.
Benjamin Henderson, a sophomore majoring in political science, sat behind a table with images of Africa on its surface.

Leaven. a freshman majoring in
kinesiology. and Marcus Wells,
a junior majoring in international business, stood reciting the
political rhetoric of Booker T.
Washington and W.E.B. DuBois
in order to showcase their opposing views on the education of
African Americans.
"DuBois was a ratlitical leader more like
Malcolm X." Wells said.
"He was a very educated
man. He thought that
es eryone was equal and
he wanted equality now.
Washington’s
parents
were slates."
that
Wells
added
Washington had a different approach in attaining
equality than some other
African American leaders.
"Washington wanted
to accommodate rather than
agitate, more like Martin Luther
King." Well said.
Leaven said the) all had the
same goal. just different approaches.
"They were both fighting for the
same cause, equalits. the just had
different ways of approaching it.1...CaVe II said.
During the esent Lovelace
floated around the room speaking
with the volunteers. seemittgls unfazed by the It its attendance
"I think we hate a III( Ot good
information here... Loselace said.
"IC+ good to learn something about
Atnean Amencan histors. hei.ause
it American history -

"It’s good to learn something
about African American
history, because it’s American
history."
Natasha Lovelace,
BSU president

Zach Beecher / Daily Staff
Omer Caspi, deputy consul general of Israel, speaks about the long road to peace between Palestine and
israel to the Jewish Student Union on Tuesday In the Ohlone room of the Student Union.
continued from page 1
hettsecii the two nations
st ill a time w.
The Ohtut. and religious diodes between Israel and a yetro-he-recoginied Palestinian state
seem almost ludicrous. said Dy Ian
Smeder, a member of the Jew ish
siiident I ’mon.
We ’re all Semites. ’Shalom’
t the kw ish word for peace) and
’Salaam’ (the Arabic word for
it ill tomes from the
pea. ci
.uttutti.alitions." he said, when
,111111.1IIC

asked if anti-Semitism was behind
the Israeli -Palestinian conflict.
The new president of Palestine.
Mahmoud Abbas, lends a moderate voice to the Palestinian side.
calling on all Palestinians to resort to peaceful methods of protest
rather than extremism and violence. Caspi said.
Leaders, such as Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat and Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin,
were assassinated for trying to
create a solution to the Israeli Palestinian conflict.
Eric Farkas. another member if

the Jewish Student Union, said he
thought the discussion was interesting, though more of a lecture.
"Being Jewish. all we ever want
is peace." Farkas said.
"Peace will come when people
want it."
Caspi said the only way for the
Jewish community to survive is to
sign peace agreements.
"We want to live side by side.
We want to live in peace." he said.
"(However) we learned the hard
way not to have high expectations.
As long as this situation exists,
there can be no peace."

"Basically what I’m doing Is
showing the industrialized parts
of Africa. the parts that aren’t normally shown." Henderson said.
Henderson said there are large
urban centers that resemble cosmopolitan metropolises around
the world and feels the media creates misconceptions about Africa
by repeatedly focusing on a few
select items.
"People shouldn’t just accept
what the media says," Henderson
said. "You should do your own
research and draw your own conclusions because the media is just
going to show you what it wants
you to know."
Throughout the event Anthony

CHECK US OUT AT
WWW.THESPARTANDAILY.COM

TRIAL - Videotape evidence persuades jury
continued from page 1

1

she %VWs diagnosed with post-traumans stress disorder and takes
medication for depression.
-Hie se.. taxi part of my 20s was
taken .iss t% t rt tin me." McIntyre
said
Sc! John I aWs I/1 the campus
e. it lit, testified on hehalf of
S11’1). remembers the esents on
that night differently.
"I didn’t see any thing that the
S.IPI) did ss rtit4.2 that night." he
said.
I its s said he felt the issue re% tilt 01 around juti ’,diction because
tic
.11111111,
polk L. requested the
SIN ) ii assist them with the party.
Ile said lie didn’t think the SJI’D
slit told he he lit I esp. insible.
Loss also said he was "surhs the
hut not neeessai ul s I uris erned
not int issue
I’m not
I e one hong sued." Lavo. said.
"Videss the i.oun sass something
binding ahotit how we do business,
ii tt iii tattest Inns we do business
on sampus.With the use closed, McIntyre,
a ;II scat old pediatric critical care
Packard Children’s
nurse at
-

Hospital. said this trial did not
revenge, because she
was nes er charged. She added that
going to trial was necessary to start
the healing process.
"It was a huge sigh of relief
and I ant definitely glad I did it,
because it’s something I needed to
do to let it he known that my cis il
rights were taken :mils from me."
McIntyre said. "The city is big and
I am one person. but one person
can make a difference."
McIntyre said a maim turning
point in the trial came with the introduction of a s ideotape a Sigma
Pi member made that night of
McIntyre being escorted to the ear.
Some police officers testified that
she was belligerent. resisting arrest
and had to be restrained by two officers, she said.
The s ideo showed that McIntyre
was calm and under control, however, proving to the jury that the
officers had violated McIntyre’s
civil rights. McIntyre said.
Although she initially requested
no compensatory damages. the
jury felt she deserved the award for
"pain and suffering." Kallis said.
He added that winning a civil
rights ease such as this is nearly. im-

possible and because of the nature
of the case, the city will he forced to
pay all of McIntyre’s court costs.
The case was filed in October
2001. under federal statute 41
U.S.C. 1983. also known as the
Civil Rights Act of 1871, and also
under state claims for battery and
false arrest. David Rollo and Robert
Burchfeil. both senior attorneys for
the city of San Jose who were representing the SJPD. were unavailable
for comment. U.S. District Court
Judge James Ware presided over
the trial.
McIntyre. previously in the nursing program. and her husband, a
business major with an emphasis in
marketing and president of Sigma
Pi, both graduated from SJSU in
December 215)1.
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Center for Literary Arts
College of Humanities and the trts

ZZ Packer

2004 Commonwealth Club Silver Medal for First Fiction
2004 Alex Award Author of Drinking Coffee Elsewhere

Author of:
Drinking Coffee Elsewhere

Wednesday, February 23,2005
Reading and book signing
College of Music and Dance Concert Hall, SJSU
7:30 p.m.
Free Admission

Thursday, February 24,2005

4

Conversation and Q&A,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library
(co-sponsor of this event)

Wish,

2nd Floor Meeting Rooms
12:00 noon
Free Admission

iiptet.s

el ler see H.
I

I or mu. .falo
viii

p

%Clear/10.n TI,
11,

\ nee

Thursday, February 24,2005
A visit to Mt. Pleasant High School
Open to the public
3:15 p.m.
Free Admission

SUMMER TEACHING JOBS

Love Books?
Begin a new chapter this summer...

Teach Reading

Share your passion for literature.
ti

Earn $6,500 - $7,000 this summer.

KIVU%

readingprogrorm orgy icachotgjobs

We arc a private school that teaches reading enrichment programs for universities
nationwide We are seeking GRAD STUDENTS who want to spend the summer
Anyone
teaching others how to enjoy books and become stronger readers.
’incrusted in learning more about the job is welcome to attend an open house on
Thursday, February 24, from 12:00-1:00pm, in the Professional Development

(2160 Lundy Ave.), Room 250. If you have questions, feel free to call (888)
964-0092 or visit us on-line at www.readinmprograincorgheacbinOoba.
(’enter

Spartan Bookstore
Sponsored by
Student Union, Inc.

Gain valuable training and hundreds
of hours of teaching experience with
different age groups.

./Or

Institute of
Reading
Development

Books by ZZ Packer are available at

Do meaningful work by teaching
rending skills in communities throughout
Northern California.
ci

.

For more information on Center for Literary Arts mists, please call
(1011 911-1600 or visit our website at www.litart.or9. All CLA
events are wheelchair accessible.
The programs of the Center for Literary Arts are made possible in part by
funding from the Patrons of the College of Humanities and the Arts at SJSU
and by grants from the City of San lose Office of Cultural Affairs, Arts Council
Silicon Valley and Applied Materials The (LA thanks Stratta Grill and Bar,
ohr Winery, Citti $ florist, Novi Comics, the Dr Martin Luther King, it Library,
and Poetry Center San lose and the Student Union. Inc of SJSU for
sponsoring events
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Persian cuisine offers flavorful flair Black Panther draws three
By Ashley Little
Daily Staff Writer
Wouldn’t it be nice if people
could go out to eat and feel like
they never left home?
Isfahan Kabob Beryani, a farn-

UI II IV
ily-owned Persian restaurant, does
just this.
When customers walk through
the door, they are welcomed with
warmth, friendliness, and made to
feel at home.
The calm and quiet atmosphere
is perfect for someone who has
had a busy day and needs to relax.
The home-style dinner tables add
a comfortable feel to the family owned restaurant.
Compared to most other restaurants, Isfahan Kabob Beryani has
excellent customer service along
with irresistible food, a rarity in
most restaurants.
Customers are always greeted
with a smile and a kind hello.
Their food is always served
fresh and hot, and includes kabobs, kubidehs, cutlets and more.
Kubideh is ground meat that is
formed into a kabob full of flavor.
To accommodate different life-

styles, the restaurant includes a
vegetarian and low-carb section
in its menu. The restaurateurs
want everyone to be able to enjoy
the food, and the variety of food
proves that.
After taking an order for a delicious chicken kabob, the hospitable management and cooks
brought out potato salad unlike
any original recipe. This had a new
Persian twist unlike any’ other, with
capers in the salad.
What topped off the whole dining experience was the amazing
relationship the owners had with
their customers. They offered such
a personal touch that you can’t find
anywhere else.
Trying to connect and bring
more people into their restaurant. Mohammed and Puritan
Pourmotamed invite San Jose
State University students with a
valid student ID to come in and
enjoy their food at a 10-percent
discount.
They offer delivery very ice with
a discount, esen for an SJSL: gathering.
Although it is a small and
quaint restaurant, it always has the
customer’s needs at heart.
Since the restaurant’s opening
June II. 2004. it has had its doors
open to any one.

-We welcome all ethnicities,"
Puoran said. "It’s good that everyone comes and tries everything."
All of the restaurant’s fresh
food has its own unique taste, with
each dish including its own separate ingredient and spices. Nothing
will taste the same.
Each dish comes with rice and
saffron. The mild, buttery flavor goes perfect with the zestful
chicken. The taste is one that is
unforgettable.
The dessert is a must. From the
flaky decadent Bakhlava, a Persian
pastry made with cinnamon, to the
addicting Persian ice cream, one
cannot leave without trying the
mouth-watering desserts. The variety of desserts goes along with
Persian tea and other beverages.
The prices range from $2.99
to $9.49 for meals, and customers
can get the Bakhlava for SI and the
Persian ice cream for $2.75. which
is worth every penny.
"We have low prices, but excellent -quality food," Mohammed
said.
Don’t get confused by other
Persian restaurants this restaurant stands out on its own.
Isfahan Kabob and Beryani is
located at 3014 Union Ave. in San
Jose. Stop by and it will he an experience of a lifetime.

Film screening held in honor of Black History Month
By Peter Clark
Daily Staff
The Black Student Union offered a viewing of "A Huey P.

III VII IV
Newton Story" Monday night in
the Mosaic Cross Cultural Center.
Only three people showed up
for the screening held in the memory of Malcolm X’s assassination
and in honor of the culture and
politics week of Black History
Month.
In the adaptation of the oneman play, directed by Spike Lee.
Roger Guenveur Smith plays
Newton, co-founder of the Black
Panther Party.
The film traps the viewer in a
cage with Newton for 90 minutes,
as the fair skinned black-revolutionary chain-smokes Kool cigarettes laced with amphetamine
and spits out his life story.
Born in 1942. Newton’s family moved to Oakland from
Louisiana to avoid the repercussions of a fight with a white man.
In school Newton felt the heavy
hand of racism that ran rampant
during the 1950s. but managed to

graduate, despite the fact he never
learned to read.
Newton taught himself to read
by listening to records of Vincent
Price reading poetry and following along on the album cover and
developed a passion for books. He
enrolled in law school, but only to
be a better criminal.
In 1966, Newton began the
Black Panther Party with Bobby
Seale. The Panthers came on the
national political scene with the
ferocity of the animal they used
for their mascot. Adopting a violent approach to creating racial
equality, the Panthers felt the
American power structure was
oppressive and responsible for
the plight of the black people, and
was therefore unjust and illegal.
Police were viewed as both
the enforcers and perpetrators of
this injustice. so members of the
Panthers, armed with shotguns.
would patrol to make sure the police committed no crimes against
black people.
On one of these patrols. Newton
became engaged in a shootout and
killed a policeman. His conviction
of voluntary manslaughter rallied
many in the nation around the slogan of "Free Huey." In response
Newton replied. "First you need

to free yourself."
Newton eventually was freed
in 1972, but by then the Panthers
had been infiltrated by the FBI
and their effectiveness as a political entity had been greatly diminished.
It was at this time that the
Panthers moved away from their
violent approach and began providing more community services
such as the breakfast program.
which fed children in urban areas
each morning, free ambulance
services, sickle cell testing and
giving lectures on black history.
Still. Newton’s legal problems
continued and he became further
dependent upon drugs and alcohol. In 19149 he was shot and
killed by a drug dealer on the
streets of Oakland.
In the crescendo of the movie,
as Newton is talking in tongues
in a chemical stupor. he tells the
story ot a IRA’s geek. A geek is
locked in a cage and forced to bite
the heads off of chickens. This is
all he has been trained to do. After
he performs this act the geek
throws a hone into the audience
as they call him a freak. Newton
calls him a geek. it is the audience
he calls the freaks for their rapture
with the geek.

Tour raises awareness for teen suicide
By Banks Albach
Daily Staff Writer
One piece of fan mail from
a desperate youth was enough
for lead guitar player Marko 72

REVIEW

Neal Waters / May Staff
Tim Pagnotta, lead singer and rhythm guitarist of Sugarcult, plays to an
enthusiastic crowd at Mondays "Take Action Tour."
The "Take Action Tour" teamed up with the National Hopeline Network to raise
awareness of mental health Issues.

10% off with Student ID

of Sugarcult to realize raising
awareness about suicide was a
good cause.
Because he spends his life
around music. Marko said he
feels it is the hest form of communication for just about anyone especially teenagers, and
headlining the Take Action Tour
in San Francisco on Monday
night at the Fillmore seemed an
excellent way to reach out.
"The climate in your life is
affected by music and friends,"
he said. "When 1 vs a1 a kid, music played to each chapter in my
life. Alone as you might feel and
just when you are about to lose
hope, you might hear a song
on the radio that speaks to you.
Sometimes that’s all you need, to
know you’re not alone."
With the help of Sub City
Records, which teams up every
year with the I lopeline Network
to organize the lake Action Tour.
Marko and Sugarcult have been
traveling the country tor the
last three weeks raising suicide
awareness. The tour has sold
out almost every venue so far.
including The I louse of Blues in
Los Angeles last week,
This year. the Hopeline

Take a FREE practice test at
Kaplan’s Test Drive and find out.

Entertainment:

Win a Jagermeister Machine!
"Ask for Details"

Marko 72,
lead guitarist

How would
you score?

www.britanniaarms.com

Saturday, February 26
9am

-

MCAT, DAT, GMAT, ORE, LSAT, DAT & OAT
12:30pm - NCLEX

Call or visit us online

today to reserve your seat!

1-11118-KAP-TEST
haptest.com/testerive
’"

ing a picture of The Who’s Pete
Townsend that while music
styles may change. the spirit and
message in rock ’n’ roll remains
the same.
"At least since the ’60s. rock
’n’ roll has gone hand in hand
with activism and raising awareness." he said. "With this tour.
we get to take it to another level
and promote something else besides just our band. We need to
encourage the government to
recognize mental health with the
same urgency
that it recognizes physical
disabilities
Unlike
some Fillmore
shows in the
past, the bartenders
had
their work cut
out for them
trying to sell
drinks.
not
because
the
crowd wasn’t
but because the vast
majority
of
the crowd was
under 21.
More importantly.
though, these
kids
and
young adults are all part of the
demographic that the Hopeline
Network is concerned about.
According to the National
Mental
Health Association.
which is now linked with
Hopeline. suicide is the third
leading cause of death among
youths, with nearly 5,00(1
Americans between ages 14 to
24 taking their own lives each
year.
Suicide is the second leading
cause of death among college
age adults, according to the association.
For Reese Butler, director of
the Hopeline Network, raising
suicide awareness stems from
the personal devastation of losing his 2M -year-old wife, Kristin
Brooks Russel. She committed
suicide in 1994 after a downward spiral caused by poorly treated depression, drug induced
side -effects and sleep deprivation. At this point. he turned to
advocacy.
"It seemed selfish to not help
the great issue which was providing help to all people who
may he contemplating suicide."
Butler said. "It’s really what
brought me into the advocacy
work that I do."
Underscoring the urgency
with which Butler works was the

"With this tour,
we get to take it to
another level and
promote
something else
besides just our
band."

LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT DAT OAT NCLEX

Downtown Location
173 W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95113

Monday: Poetry Slam
Tuesday: Trivia & Karaoke
Wed, Thur, Fri: Live Music
Saturday: Live DJ
Sunday: Karaoke

Network, along with the National
Mental Health Association are
launching the Youth America
Hotline, which gives young people in crisis the chance to contact
peers through phone a call.
The Take Action lineup also
includes Hawthorne Heights.
Hopes Fall and Plain White T’s.
Ten percent of Take Action ticket sales go directly to the Kristin
Brooks Hope Center. which operates the Hopeline network and
the
I -ROOSUICIDE hotline.
For
the
bands on Take
Action. stepping onto the
stage at the
is
Fillmore
like taking a
trip through
music history.
The walls are
lined
with
photographs
of every major
rock ’n’ roll
artist
since
the ’60s, with
icons
rock
such as Jerry
Garcia, Beck,
Radio head
Jimi
and
Hendrix greeting the next generation of music enthusiasts as
they flow up the stairs, into the
theater.
Before the doors opened,
Marko pointed out while study -

/AAUP( IA
t.I If.ro respectove creerlor%

diklience
fact much of
was unaware of Take Action’s
cause.
Danielle Flores a 14 y eat -old
from San Francisco. vs ho had
towed her father along expressly
for Sugarcult, said she didn’t
know what Take Action was.
hut said she was happy .1 portion
of her ticket sale was going to a
good cause especially since
she paid for it.
Kay lie tordingly a 16 -yearold from Marin. cf old only
guess what the tour was about
from a Sub (
(1)
she bought. iv Inch benefits the
Hopeline network a, %sett.
Regardless. the point of Take
Action is to empower people
through education and awareness. said 1.i nu, !Nissen owner id
Sub City records.
The tau these teens learned
about suicide and ’fake Action
is exactly what the tour is stro ing for.
Passim said the basis of the
Take Action Tout is empowering
people to take matters into their
us% it hands. It ins olves not imly
action, hut conscience, passion
and talent, he said.
"Our mission is creating a
better world one voice and one
action at a time," Kissel] said.
"Even if you’re not interested in
mental health, don’t wait tOr the
government or anyone else to
make things better."
An important aspect in
spreading the message Mule on
tour is setting petitions for fans
Ii, sign. Butler said the amount
of signatures generated enough
pressure for Congress to pass the
Garrett Lee Smith Memorial Act
which President George W. Bush
signed in October.
Named after Sen. Gordon
Smith’s. R -Ore., son who committed suicide late last year, this
act pros ides resources for suicide prevention.
As Sugarcult and the rest
of the line-up head north to
Kirtland and Seattle. where
they vs ill continue to draw large
crowd, to sold -out venues, more
money will he generated for
Youth America Hotline. an organization that prides itself on the
importance of confidentiality for
all callers, Butler said.
And for Marko, the identities
of rock ’n roller and flag hearer
will keep converging. Being part
of something this big, he said,
really puts things in perspective.
"It just goes to show that even
if all you set out to do was only.
play music, it ids% ay. gets bigger
than that. RIM k ’n’ roll is a culture of outt..o, iaid everyone is
ins fled "
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Spartans look to poach Owls again Browns release Garcia
By Aimee Threet

CLEVELAND (AP)

(.7s
BI

he

The Spartans had two disappointing losses
against to Drake University last Saturday during ESPN’s Bracket Buster and to Boise State
University on Monday. The Spartan’s men’s
basketball team will be heading back on the
road this coming weekend to improve their

chose not to release a statement
or give a reason for cutting ties
with Garcia.
Last week. the Browns announced their intention to nd
themselves of Garcia, who signed
a four-year. $25 million free

Cs

BASKETBALL
Le

Overall record
6-18

WAC record

3-11

Next home game,

Li

Li
LI

LI

agent contract with Cleveland last
March. Garcia’s departure leas es
the Browns with only prospects

March 3 vs. Fresno SW*

er

record before the Western Athletic Conference
Tournament in March.
The Spartans are hoping to play strong
against Rice University on Friday. said guard
Donta Wilson and guard/forward Michael
McFadden.
The Spartans beat Rice 90-85 at the Event
Center on Jan. 29. The Spartans made a high
percentage of their shots and forced Rice into
a high number of turnovers. It was also a game
that saw Marquin Chandler score a careerhigh 33 points. Four other players on the team
scored in double digits, and with the victory, the
Spartans equaled their total wins of the 2003-04
season.
Rice is currently 11-1(1 overall, and 8-6 in
the conference and is 11-3 at home.
"They will be more intense and more confident at home." Michael McFadden said
"They’ll come out harder too."
On Sunday afternoon. the Spartans will take
inn the Unisersit1, of Tulsa at the Event Center.
Tulsa is 7-17 iserull and 3- I I in the conference.
The Spartans also heat Tulsa at their last meeting 76-69 al the Event Center. The Spartans had
two comehaL I., and were building a winning
streak until losing three in a row.
"It will be a challenge for us," Wilson said.
"They are a competitive team and could he

Jeff

Garcia is officially without a
team, and the Cleveland Browns
are officially without a proven
quarterback.
The Browns released Garcia
on Tuesday, formally ending
a one-year relationship that
seemed doomed from the outset.
There was no fanfare as the club

Doily Staff Writer

Luke McCown and Josh Hams
under contract at quarterback.
General manager Phil Savage

has said he would like to re-sign
Kelly Holcomb. who can become
a free agent on March 2.
Holcomb has been with the
Browns since 2001 but his stay
in Cleveland has been marred by
injuries.
He missed 10 games in 2002
with a broken leg, three games in
2003 with another broken leg and
torn ligaments and four games last
season with broken ribs.
Holcomb, who’ll turn 32 in
July, has not been working out
at the team’s facilities in suburban Berea. But he visited Savage
and new Browns coach Romeo
Crennel last week, perhaps the first
sign that he is interested in staying
with Cleveland.
Holcomb’s agent. Frank Bauer.
could not be reached tor comment
Tuesday.

Kournikova’s accused stalker
pleads innocent to charges
MI \Ystl tAPi
man

star Anna Koumikova pleaded
innocent Tuesday to battery- and
other charges stemming from
his arrest on her neighbor’s pi.x)I
patio.
William Lepeska. 40, has

Daily .file photo
looking for revenge."
The Spartans have never swept Tulsa in a
season series.
It will also he the last time the Spartans will
play Rice and Tulsa. as the two teams are leaving the WAC and x% ill be joining Conference
USA next year. The Spartans have four games
left until the WA(’ Tournament. The Spartans
are currently in last place in the WAC. The
play -in game is for the List tsso teams in the
conference and allows the ictor to participate
in the WA(’ tournament. Last year the Spartans
were defeated by Louisiana Tech in the play -in

A homeless
Used of stalking tennis

game and did not play in the conference tour-

nament.
Both McFadden and Wilson are hoping to
avoid the play -in game this year ss MI a few

been jailed in a psychiatric unit
on $250010 bond.
He could face 30 years in
state prison if convicted of
two counts of battery on police
otticers, resisting arrest and
burglary, all felonies. He also
!ace. misdemeanor charges of

more wins.
’We’re focusing on finishing the season
strong and gaining some momentum for the

tournament.- said McFadden.
The Spartans will return home nest swekend for games against Fresno State at 7 p.m.
on Thursday and the Unisersity it NC, .ida at
2 p.m. on Saturday. Both games ss ill by played
at the Ilsent Center.

stalking, indecent exposure and
criminal mischief.

Circuit Judge Diane Ward
set a trial date for May 2 for
Lepeska. who sat in court with

his arms handcuffed behind his
back.
Lepeska is accused of swimming nude across Biscayne Bay.
hound for Kournikova’s $5 million Sunset Island estate Jan. 30.
He was arrested when he turned
up at the wrong house and started yelling. -Anna! Sae
Lepeska. ssho has the name
Anna tattooed on his right arm,
has served a prison term in
Wisconsin for stabbing a man
sleeping in a university student
union coffee house.

,s

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

CASHIER/CUSTOMER SERVICE
Financial Services Retailer
needs outgoing, friendly individual with experience in sales
Advancement opportunity
Flexible hours Bilingual a plus
Fax res to 736-0054 or email
archer4cashplus.cc Or come
in person for application 189
W El Camino Real. Sunnyvale
(next to Rooster T Feathers)
or 1712 -H Meridian San Jose
(next to Burger King)

FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
Actrviti. Les,ris Learning ter girl
participants Work with other corn
mundy orgs Set-up & deliver programs at assigned locations 5-10
hrsAvk S10 00/hr HS diploma
or equiv wisome experience.
Understand girl/gender issues
First Aid/CPR Cen (have
or can obtain) Basic math
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
company vehicles Bilingual is
a plus. Avail Immediately Send
cover letter 8 res to HR. Girl
Scouts of Santa Clara Co .
1310 S. Bascorn Ave San Jose.
CA 95128 FAX 408 287-8025
Email Iffrergirlscoutsofscc org
No phone calls. please AA/FOE

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant Toddler 8 Preschool
Teachers 8 Aides Substitute
positions, some with flexible
schedules. are also available ECE units are required
for teacher positions but
not req for Aide positions
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
Cathy lot an interview 19 2441968516 or ar res 10 248-7433

FIIN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

ROOMS FOR RENT
Beautifully remodeled ’,on-,
available on 13th Street A Saint RMS for RENT So SJ Near
" Lt RI Share BA S4501mo
James Each room has prihie 362-45711605-2661
vate entrance 8 full bathroom
PG&E cable. water 8 garbage
included im rent Community
kitchen 8 coin-operated law
dry facility on site TV mini,
CLUB/GREEK/ORG
fridge 8 microwave included o
each room 5575/month plus
$600
GROUP FUNDRAISER
parking fee 14081 2544500
SCHEDULING BONUS
0
hours
id your group’s
MOVE IN SPECIAL’
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO TM Body Sheerer at Horne
time PLUS Our free iyes.
SWIM TEACHERS-Year
Greentree Apt’. at
BAR/HOST-PT positions avail is looking for Independent
freei
round
program
indoor
pool
fundraising
solutions
Mclaughin
Tully
8
in busy family style restaurant Consultants who want to make
Experience with children a
EQUALS 5100(-52000 in
Rents start from $865
in S’vale All shifts avad Flex
a great income Call Today.
must
Teaching
experience
not
for
your
group
Call
earnings
Newer
Large
Units
Hrs $10 50/hr to start Call
Jamie Ellis Independent
required AM/PM/WE shifts
TODAY for. MOO bonus
Park like grounds Patio
408-733-9331 Ask for Wendy Consultant. 805-720-2675 Or
available Email resume to
when you schedule your
Parking WAD
Gated
divalou4comcast net
non -sales fundraiser with
CAMP COUNSELORS needed Sdavis@avac.us
Close to Library Shoppini
SPRING STUDENT WORK!
CampusFundraiser Contact
foi weekend residential camp.
HY101’280
$14 50 to START
SITTER
LOOKING
for
WI’
FAMILY
CampusFundraiser
,d 1888)
ing
program
for
children
8
f200
294
995 Tully Rd
Certified Training Provided
Approx 15 hrsAvk during the
923-3238 or visit
adults with disabilities If you
Suits All Maiors
in our home for 2
day
hours
WWW
campusfundraiser
corn
are
interested
in
a
challenging
Great Resume Exp
EDUCATIOWRECREATION
TIRED OF SHARING
kids 3 8 8 mos Semi -Flex w(
8 rewarding experience, call
Flex Around Schedule
CHILDCARE
your school sched Long Term
A BATHROOM??
Tamistia4408-243-7861
IMMEDIATE Openings
Candidates only Pay is hourly
Come see our huge
BABYSITTER WANTED-Must
Call 408-436-9336
and rate DOE Must have own
2 bedroom 2 full bath
drive 8 help with homework 3 SPANISH TEACHER-Small
FunStudentWork corn
over
1000 sq foot apartment SPERM DONORS NEEDED
transportation
Center
-based
Private
School
in
Santa
Clara
days/wk from 2 30pm-7 00pm
Walking distance to SJSU
The Palo Alto CA branch of
12 30-3 00 Mon -Fri All levels Childcare asp preferred
Los Gatos 408-355-4671
LOS ALTOS GRILL
Please send your resume
Newry remodeled
the California Cryobank is
K-12
hrs/dayi
Fax
(3
520/110
LOS ALTOS VILLAGE
refs and/Or sett descrptn by
Laundry facilities
seeking men of all ethrucilies
233 3RD STREET LOS ALTOS CA DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8th resume to 408 247-0996
fax 408-358-8245 or email
Parking
for our sperm donor programs
Now Accepting applications for school seeks responsible indiSecurity Gate
RECREATION JOBS AT THE larooneyl iecomcast net
If you are currently attending
viduals for extended daycare
SERVERS,BARTENDERS.
Easy Access to Bay
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
college or hold a BA degree
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
FRONT DOOR
Area
freeways
Positions
Open
DEPT.
REC
you can earn up to $900/mo
APPLY IN PERSON 233 3rd units required Previous experiSubstantially larger than
Now For Leaders Afterschool
receive a free comprehensive
ence with children preferred
Street@San Antonio
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SIMPSON
continual from pogo 1

By Jean Blomo
Daily Staff Writer

Janet Mendoza, left,
a seventh -grader at
Hoover Middle School,
splashes her friend
Ofelia Navarrete, a
fifth -grader at Lowell
Elementary School,
while playing in the
fountains near Tower
Lawn.

Lorry Thomas
/ Daily Staff
Photographer

Center for Literary Arts brings renowned
author ZZ Packer to share short stories
By Mayra Flores
Daily Staff Writer
The thick, sultry voice of fiction writer ZZ Packer will fill the
air as she reads from her book,
"Drinking Coffee Elsewhere,"
sign copies and has conversations
with the audiences on campus.
"I think students can benefit
enormously." Mitch Berman. director of the Center for Literary
Arts.
"Packer
is one of the
few authors
weve had at
the
Center
for Literary
Arts who is
of the same
generation as
the students.
Packer’s
young characters speak
to
directly
students, who
feel a direct
and instantly
recognizable
connection
to Packer’s
people, her writing, her world. It’s
their world."
She is also the youngest writer
the center has brought to campus
in at least a decade. Berman said.
Today’s reading and book signing will start at 7:30 p.m. at the
Music building Concert Hall.
Thursday’s event will start at
noon at the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Library, second floor and
Packer will then visit Mt. Pleasant
High School at 3:30 p.m.
"ZZ Packer appealed to me for
the same reason she appealed to
writers like John Updike and Zadie
Smith," Berman said. "She’s wise
beyond her years. tells stories that
involve vast and complex casts of

characters, brings a fresh and vigorous voice into American fiction,
and is just plain funny as hell."
ZZ Packer has had her fiction published in several literary
magazines, including The New
Yorker. Harper’s Magazine and
Ploughshares.
"Her work is very carefully
constructed, but not too clean."
said Vennessa Dimmock, an
English major. "She gives her
work the right balance of humor
and sacrifice, as far as what the
characters
have going
on
within
each story. Packer’s
work
is
among
the
required
books
for
the
Phelan
Seminar
class this semester.
"I
think
that
it’s
great."
Packer said.
es"It
pecially
expands
a
writer’s audience, and a college
audience that spends so much
time on the writing and studying
the literature, it’s great." Packer
said.
Some students reciprocate the
feelings.
"Her book was the most enjoyable and entertaining I’ve
ever been assigned." said Daniel
Severin. a second year English
graduate student in the Phelan
Seminar class.
"The characters are so convincing and often, they seem like
people you know." he said.
Wednesday’s reading will he
Packer’s first at SJSI
"I try to give exciting read-

"Her work is very
carefully
constructed. ..."

ings." Packer said of what’s to
come this week.
"It’s s eiy dillic Lilt to translate
1% mils ocally.
Writ MI
I want
good and exciting reading rather
than drowning prose," she said.
Packer mentioned possibly’
reading trom either one of her
short stories. "Brownies" or "Easy
To Sell."
It’s hard to read from longer
pieces because then they base to
he cut. she said.
Mitch Berman said he’s proud
to be able to bring such a fresh
young %nice to San Jose Stale
Universits.
Packer is one ot the most hyped
authors around. and her work is
promising. Dimino. k said.
"She’s very young, and most
students at SJSL priihably think
the authors that coins. in :11111ThIS
are old and boring.- Dimino,*

Vennessa
Dim mock,
student
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said. "She’s going to he huge,
and people will regret not seeing
her in retrospect. The Center for
Literary. Arts is doing great things.
and bringing 12. Packer to SJSU
is one of them."

Students, faculty members and
administrators are invited to attend the second annual "Raise
Your Voice" national teleconference today to discuss the role of
universities in promoting civic
engagement.
The Center for Service Learning.
the Faculty Senate Committee and
Academic Technology are sponsoring the event, which will take
place from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m, in room
3011 of the Instructional Resource
Center.
"Raise Your Voice- is a campaign put on by the Campus
Compact. said Michael Fallon,
program coordinator for the Center
for Service Learning.
According to the Campus
Compact Web site. "Campus
Compact is a coalition of college
and university presidents
representing some 5 million students
who are committed to fulfilling
the public purposes of higher education."
"We are interested in getting
students engaged in the community.," Fallon said.
The Pevv (*burnable Trust states.
"Civic engagement can take many
forms. trtml !MIR idUal volunteerism to organizational involvement
to electoral participation.’
Robert Cooper. the associate
ice president of undergraduate
studies. s’, ill pro% ide an introduction helllre I he teleconfereme is
aired and discuss how SJSU promotes 511Idelli ins Ilk mem in the
community Fallon said.
"It is the school’s responsibility
to encourage community inv olv e-

ment without requiring it." said
Sarah Lubecki. a junior majoring
in political science.
Lubecki said she has done volunteer mirk in the San Jose community and plans on volunteering
in the Dominican Republic at an
orphanage.
To increase student involvement. Lubecki said. "I think torganiz.ationsi should advertise in
classes, especially sociology and
political science departments."
"Raise Your Voice" considers
the purpose of higher education
if universities are meant to train
students for careers or political
involvement, or both, according
to information provided by the
Center for Service Learning.
Participation in organizations.
such as student clubs, fraternities
and son irities, can offer students
volunteering opportunities in the
commumtv. said Linh Wguy en, an
administrative support coordinator
in the Student Life and Leadership
Center.
"We encourage student involvement in the univ ersity.. hut %V hope
it transfers mer to imokement in
the community." Wguyen said.
Blake Balajadia, a with n major
ing in human resinirces. and a sin
dent assistant at Student Lite and
Leadership said he didn’t do ati
i.olunte er us oirk het ore jinning liii
I raternity. Alpha Kappa Omega.
Wgus en said the Student late
and Leadership Center also trains
students for new student orient&
t ii in.
"Many (It these students go on
to do community work.- she said.
The teleconference %k ill also
consider lioc% prepared students
are to -c oils and 11%e in a Ill’, erS4:
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Groups invite students
to teleconference

Splashing around ...

show started. Mike Powell. the box
office agent for the Event Center.
estimated that 3.600 tickets had
been sold for the event, leaving
about 1100 tickets still available.
SJSU student Megan Lewis said
she was able to purchase a front row seat the day of the show. "I
knew since it was just me that I
might have a chance at getting a
front-row seat, so I went for it,"
Lewis said.
Bay Area radio stations also
came out to support the event and
pass out free stuff to the concertgoers. Wild 94.9, Star 101.3 FM and
Radio Disney 1310 AM were on
hand at the event providing music
and entertainment for people waiting for the concert.
Not everyone who came to the
event were Simpson supporters
however.
Protesters demonstrated outside
the Event Center jeering concertgoers and poking fun at the actressturned-singer. The protest signs
twisted the lyrics to Simpson’s
popular songs to taunt the singer
with slogans "La La paloser" and
-Ashlee should be against the LAw
Law."
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